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The late Stephen Jay Gould (1941-2002)—Agas-
siz professor of zoology, paleontologist, theorist of 
evolutionary biology, baseball fan, and Astor visiting 
professor of biology at New York University—is prob-
ably most widely known for his popular writings and 
his torrent of essays, especially his regular column in 
Natural History magazine, “This View of Life” (a title 
taken from the concluding words of Charles Darwin’s 
On the Origin of Species).

Harvard University Press published Gould’s mag-
num opus, The Structure of Evolutionary Theory (all 
1, 464 pages of it), in the year of his death. Now, keep-
ing the other side of his work in print, it has issued 
trade paperback editions of seven volumes (four col-
lections of the essays, three original popular works) 
originally released commercially between 1995 and 
2003. The series is handsomely unified by the quilt-
like use of cover illustrations derived from a plate 

originally used in The Cabinet of Ori-
ental Entomology (1848), by John Oba-
diah Westwood, another nineteenth-
century English naturalist, who came 
to his passion as a lapsed lawyer—a 
crossing of boundaries that might well 
have pleased Gould himself.

how a contemporary poet can respond to 
an inhumane incident occurring halfway 
around the world; it’s a found poem taken 
from a 2002 New York Times report on starv-
ing Afghani parents who sold their chil-
dren for wheat in order to survive. “I had 
just had my first boy,” she recalls. “And we 
live here [in Walla Walla] in the midst of 
wheat fields, and bread baking is impor-
tant to me. I was thinking about wheat, 
and about this small loaf of a child I held 
in my arms, and then about these mothers 
who had to trade some of their kids in or-
der to stay alive. I was interested in how 
the poem might function personally politi-
cally, as well as in a social sense.”

Underdog repeatedly probes the theme 
of immigration—of aliens, in the broadest 
sense, discovering themselves in unfamil-
iar environments. We meet gandy danc-
ers laying the transcontinental railroad 
(“Someone swung to hit a gold stake/and 
missed”); a lonely miner in  Oregon, 1919 
(“Somewhere, a mother’s arms encircled 
me if only/for months awaiting my birth”); 
a predatory raccoon family that ravages 
half the poet’s flock of hens overnight; 
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developing a plastic shopping bag  
that dissolves into soapsuds in water
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